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Section – A: Introduction 
 
 

Member (Staff) as Chairman of the meeting addressed the gathering as under:-  
 

Shri Rakhal Das Gupta, President/ AIRF, Shri Guman Singh, President/ NFIR,      
Shri Shiva Gopal Mishra, General Secretary/ AIRF, Shri M. Raghavaiah, General Secretary/ 
NFIR, other representatives of both the Federations and officials of Railway Board, I extend 
a hearty welcome to all of you.  This is my first meeting of this kind in Board. 

 
2. Over the years, DC/JCM has been playing an important role in maintaining 
harmonious Industrial Relations over Indian Railways and hope that the spirit of solving 
problems through mutual consultation, dialogue and discussion will continue. 
 
3. It offers us an opportunity to take stock of the performance, and to assess and review 
the existing policies.  This forum is of utmost importance and is very helpful in getting ideas 
and the real picture from the field.  There have been frequent interactions between us during 
other meetings and fora but this is the occasion where key functionaries of both the 
recognized Federations are available together as the Staff side.  I am looking forward for 
support and co-operation from all of you and very hopeful that we will collectively be able to 
achieve new heights for Indian Railways. 
 
4. The biggest strength of IR is our competent human resource capital.  It is heartening 
to note that our industrial relations have been exemplary and we need to nurture it together.  
We are sensitive towards the issues of our staff and would like to come to some amicable 
solution on all outstanding issues. 
 
5. I will now briefly touch upon the performance of Indian Railways.   During the period 
April, 2017 to September, 2017, we have carried freight traffic of 559.16 million tonnes as 
compared to 532.32 million tonnes in the corresponding period of last financial year which is 
about 26.84 million tonnes higher as compared to last year.  Further, during the same period, 
Railways have witnessed an upward trend in number of passengers.  During the period April, 
2017 to September, 2017 the number of passengers booked stood at 4159.16 millions as 
compared to 4124.88 millions in the corresponding period of last financial year which is 
about 34.28 millions higher. 
 
6. As far as total approximate earnings of Indian Railways are concerned, during 2017-
18 (upto September, 2017), our earnings stood at 80519.39 crore showing an increase of 

4114.63 crore (i.e. 5.39%) in comparison to last year.  However, these earnings are lower 
than the budgeted target by approximately 9.53%.  As far as our ordinary working expenses 
are concerned, during 2017-18 (upto September 2017), it is 72536.11 crore (6.09% more) 
against 68370.24 crore during the corresponding period of previous year. 
 
7. On the safety front,  a broad look reveals that the number of consequential train 
accidents have shown declining trend as these have decreased from 64 to 35 in the current 
year 2017-18 (upto September 2017) in comparison to the corresponding period of the 
previous year i.e. 2016-17.  Concerted efforts by all the departments need to be made to 
minimize the failure of railway staff and for improving the work culture and training among 
all railway staff.  Innovative approach to minimize human dependence and Railway Staff’s 
failure needs to be further explored. 
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8. On the medical service front, I would like to state that Indian Railway Medical 
Service was primarily constituted to look after the health of Railway employees.  Slowly its 
ambit of duty expanded to include the family members of the employee, retired employee & 
their family members also as per pass rules.  Railway Medical Service is the largest industrial 
health service in the world.  It is running 24x7 round the year, 125 hospitals & 586 health 
units spread throughout the length & breadth of country.  Indian Railway Medical Service 
also employs 41000 paramedical staff for the 13702 indoor beds.  It attends to roughly 67 
lakhs beneficiaries.  It is also to be noted that:- 
 
 50 bedded Sub Divisional Hospital at Tirupati in South Central Railway inaugurated 

on 14.07.2017. 
 

 A training was held at Eastern Railway for Food Licensing and Registration System 
and this ‘on line system’ was launched/ initiated developed  in coordination with 
Food Safety and Standards Authority of India at Eastern Railway, South Eastern 
Railway, CLW & Metro Railway, Kolkata from 1st of May, 2017 as a pilot project for 
issuing food licenses to Food Business Operators. 
 

 Modular operation theatre has been commissioned in Northern Railway Central 
Hospital, New Delhi. 
 

 State of the art auto tracking digital x-ray being installed in Central Hospital, 
Northern Railway. 

 
9. I would like to share with you some of the recent decisions/instructions issued for the 
Railway officials and some developments/ initiatives that have taken place over the railway 
system: 

 
 Orders for payment of Productivity Linked Bonus equivalent to 78 days wages to 

Non-Gazetted Railway Employees (excluding RPF/RPSF personnel) for the year 
2016-17 have been issued on 20.09.2017. 
 

 “Swatchhta Hi Seva” drive was observed all over the Indian Railways with immense 
dedication and sincerity on 17th September, 2017. 
 

 The issue of replacement of -1S scale with level -1 of the 7th CPC matrix has been 
addressed with the concurrence of Ministry of Finance and orders have been issued.  
This will solve a long pending item of such staff. 
 

 Anomaly in pay fixation of Running Staff in 7th CPC in cases where minimum 
14.29% increase was not there has also been resolved with concurrence of Ministry of 
Finance and orders issued. 
 

 Rules regarding mutual transfer of employees have been simplified and divisions 
authorized to deal with each other in case of mutual exchange for divisional 
controlled posts. 
 

 Instructions have also been issued for making staff available for RE projects and 
within the jurisdiction of the zones similar to what is followed for construction 
organization. 
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 The currency of scheme of re-engagement of retired hands has also been extended for 
another year. 
 

 Instructions for re-engagement of retired staff have been issued delegating powers to 
DRMs to re-engage and also giving better remuneration. 
 

 The currency of scheme of contractual engagement of Para-Medical staff has been 
extended for a year up to 30.06.2018. 
 

 Staff contact camps have been started from 2nd October, 2017 including medical 
check-up of the employees.  Such direct staff contact by all Zonal Railways will help 
mitigate staff grievances to a large extent. 

 

10. In the sports field, I would like to inform that the following Railway sport persons 
have made the following achievements at National and International level:- 
 
At International Level: 

 
 10 Women Cricketers of Indian Railways represented Indian Women cricket team 

consisting of 16 players in the World Cup 2017 and declared Runners-up. 
 

 10 out of 16 players’ contingent of Indian Weightlifting Men & Women Weightlifters 
belong to Indian Railways who participated and won Commonwealth Weightlifting 
Championship and qualified for the Commonwealth Games. 
 

 In the World Boxing Championship, Shri Gaurav Bidhuri from Indian Railways won 
the only medal for India.  He is the first medallist from Indian Railways. 
 

 Apart from the above, Indian Railways athletes brought laurels for the nation by 
winning a number of medals in different international tournaments, viz. Senior Asian 
Free Style Greco Roman Style Wrestling; Asian Athletics, Asian Body Building, 
Commonwealth Powerlifting Championship and World Railways Badminton 
Championship (USIC). 

 
At National Level:- 

 
 This year, so far Indian Railways have podium finish in all 4 National Championships 

conducted till date in different game disciplines.  Ms. Harmanpreet Kaur, Cricketer 
and Shri Satyabart Kadiyan, Wrestler won Arjuna Award, Shri Roshan Lal, Wrestler 
won Lifetime Dronacharya Award and Ms. Sumarai Tete, Hockey Coach won 
Dhyan Chand Award this year. 

 

11. Before concluding, I would like to stress that since the transport system of the 
Country depends mainly on the efficiency of Railways, all efforts should be made to keep 
this life line of the country healthy and viable.  I wish all the best and hope this august body 
will deliberate in this meeting on important aspects which focus on employees’ welfare as 
well as which are in the interest of the organization.  At this juncture we all re-dedicate 
ourselves to the task of nation building. 
 

Thank you. 
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Shri Rakhal Das Gupta, President/ AIRF 
 
1. Welcome Shri D.K. Gayen, Shri Anand Mathur and other officials of the Railway 

Board.  Hope that, under the leadership of Shri Gayen, the staff matters of this biggest 
and complex industry of the country – the Indian Railways, where more than 13 lakh 
Army of the Railwaymen has been working in different categories of staff, would be 
looked after nicely and participation of Labour in the matter of decision making 
would be reached to a reasonably good level. 

 
1A.  Shri Das Gupta thanked the Member Staff for the priority he has given in the matter 

of status and problem of the Medical Department. 
 
1B. Shri Das Gupta expressed satisfaction on the improvement in transporting goods, 

passengers as well as in Railways earning.  Shri Das Gupta said that, this was only 
possible due to untiring efforts of the Railwaymen in spite of downturn of the 
economy in general during the period from 1st April2017. 

 
2A. Railwaymen are the 2nd line of Defence.  Braving terrorist infested activities, the 

Railwaymen kept the wheels on move sacrificing their lives.  They stood fast in their 
duty place during the war with China in 1962 and wars with Pakistan in the years 
1965 and 1971.  But they remain unsung heroes. 

 
2B. The committee appointed by the Railways, headed by Dr. Kakodkar, has 

acknowledged the sacrifice of railwaymen and laid down in his report that, thousands 
of Railwaymen annually sacrifice their lives to keep the wheels on move and number 
of persons killed while on duty is more than the number of persons died due to 
Railway accidents even. 

 
3. It is the earnest motto of the Railwaymen to reach the travelling public safely to their 

destinations. 
 

4. For ensuring safe running of trains, it is necessary that, railway tracks, signals, 
bridges and the rolling stock be kept in good fettle.  
 
It is also necessary that, requisite staff should be deputed to run the services and those 
who are responsible for efficient and proper running of trains, should have humane 
working conditions, hours of work, proper rest housing etc. 

 
5. Addition lines have been laid, additional stations have been installed, additional 

rolling stock are being pressed into the services to run the additional trains, but no 
additional staff are being sanctioned to man the additional train services and assets 
created, on the plea of Matching Value not being available. 

 
There are over 1.5 lakh posts of staff of Safety Categories, like Loco Pilot, Asstt. 
Loco Pilot, Station Masters, Pointsman, Shunting Staff, Technical Supervisors, 
Artisan Staff etc. are lying back.  This, added with non-sanction of additional staff for 
additional assets, has caused serious problems. 

 
6. The Safety Review Committee, appointed by the Indian Railways in the year 2016, 

has recommended that, the staff essential for safety, such as C&W Staff, Loco 
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Maintainers, Signal, TRD, Track and Station Staff should be sanctioned without 
insisting on Matching Saving for new assets & new services. 
 
It has also been recommended that, the process for filling-up of the existing vacancies 
in Safety Categories should not take more than 6 months. 

 
7. Railwaymen received a raw deal in the matters of fixation of Minimum Wage, Pay 

Fixation Formula, Allowances, Pension, Family Pension etc. in the hands of the       
7th CPC.  The Group of Ministers, appointed for the purpose by the government, has 
failed to deliver justice. 
 
The Government even did not implement positive recommendations of the 7th CPC in 
the matters of allotment of pay scales in favour of Railway Accounts Staff, Chemist/ 
Metallurgist. 
 
The Government implemented the recommendations in respect of allowances etc. 
from 1st July, 2017 instead of 1st January, 2016. 
 
In the matter of Running Allowance and other allowances of the Running Staff, the 
matters are being badly delayed, overtaking the patience of both Loco & Traffic 
Running Staff. 

 
8. There has been utter discrimination in the matter of granting of Special Duty 

Allowance (SDA) to the staff working in North-Eastern Region.  While IAS, IPS and 
IFSs have been granted 30% of pay as ‘SDA’, for other staff it is pegged at 10% only, 
and the rate of Remote Locality Allowance has not kept as it was, causing serious 
resentment amongst the staff working in North-East, who have been kept the wheels 
on move, braving death in the hands of terrorists outfits. 
 

9. There have been attempts, specifically in N.F. Railway, for dismantling the working 
of the Railway Bridge Organization, Track Machine Organization etc. to pave the 
way to outsource them, jeopardizing the safety of the travelling public. 
 

10. Improvement in the living condition of the Railwaymen’s depends or providing better 
conditions and better amenities in railway quarters and its environment.  Outside 
living condition has improved with the passage of time, but not the Railway Colonies 
and Railway Quarters.  These needs special attention and Corporate Welfare Plan 
drawn in 2005-06 needs to be revived. 
 

11. For development of Human Resource, two contributing factors, viz. education and 
health are most important.  Unfortunately, due attention is not only being paid to these 
two aspects, rather attempts are afoot to dismantle them. 
 
Posts of large-number of Doctors and Paramedical Staff have been lying vacant.  
Proposals for approval of Referral Hospitals are being looked down, delayed on the 
plea of rates not being at par with the CGHS. 
 
The staff working at the roadside stations and far-flung areas are being completely 
denied medical facilities. 
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12. It is unfortunate that, the Indian Railways have been surrendering their autonomy to 
the Ministry of Finance and DoP&T forgetting that, the Railway Board is an 
Autonomous Body created under the Railway Board Act, 1905. 
 

13. Shri Das Gupta said that, AIRF’s Annual Convention would be held at Gorakhpur 
from 15-17 November, 2017 to take stock of the whole situation in respect of 
recommendations of the 7th CPC as well as the current Industrial Relation.  So, he 
earnestly requested the Railway Board and the Ministry of Railways through this 
Machinery to resolve all the contentious problems/ issues. 

 
14. It is expected that long, tradition of bilateral-settlement on staff matters would not 

only be maintained, but strengthen further for smooth, efficient and safe running of 
the Indian Railway and for better industrial relation in this biggest industry of the 
country. 

 
 
Shri Guman Singh, President/ NFIR 
 
The President NFIR Shri Guman Singh welcomed Shri D.K. Gayen, Member Staff who is 
presiding over the meeting of DC/JCM first time.  On behalf of NFIR, he assured the MS for 
extending full cooperation in Running the systems and support to right action of the Railway 
Board.  He expected, in turn the staff problems will be attended and addressed promptly. 
 
This meeting is being held after a long period of 19 months though the last meeting of 
DC/JCM could not be materialized on 7th March 2017 because the Staff Side strongly 
resented on the unreasonable of Railway Board’s letter dated 31/01/2017, wherein 
participation of Group ‘C’ staff belonging to safety categories were prohibited to become 
Office Bearers of their own Unions. However, subsequently by matured approach from both 
sides, solution could be found out through bilateral talks to mitigate the situation though the 
cause of resentment still exists, but as per the understanding reached there remains no doubt 
in resolving the issue completely. He congratulated both sides for averting confrontation and 
restoring normalcy. 
 

 He thanked the Railway Board for granting 78 days PLB for Railway employees for 
the year 2016-17, with maximum pay 7000/- for calculating PLB. He admired the 
efforts of AM(Staff), EDPC-I and his team for resolving the PLB issue. 
 

 There has been a persistent demand for rest houses to subordinate staff as the existing 
rest houses are either inadequate or no proper facilities or very poorly maintained, 
whereas ignoring the genuine needs of Group ‘C’ staff, officers rest houses are 
constructed with all facilities. He stressed that the resentment of the staff should be 
addressed immediately by providing adequate number of rest houses. 
 

 The issues which are agitating the mind of Railway employees are still persisting such 
as:- 
 

- Minimum wage. 
- Multiplier Factor. 
- Discrimination in granting House Rent Allowances. 
- The seven issues where in agreement reached between the Railway Board and 

the Federations are long pending for implementation.  
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- Filling up of vacancies. 
- No maintenance of Railway quarters thereby deplorable condition of quarters 

continues. 
- The Railway related Allowance are yet to be decided. 
- There is no medical facility available to Railway employees posted at wayside 

stations. 
- Although PPO of retired employees are being revised but speed of this work is 

so slow that it may take 5 years to complete, therefore it may be expedited. 

 

Shri Shiva Gopal Mishra, General Secretary/ AIRF  
 
Shiva Gopal Mishra, General Secretary AIRF, while welcoming the Official Side and others, 
stressed on filling-up of vacancies in the Safety Categories. 
 
He expressed serious anguish on non-inviting of the Federations in the GMs’ Conference and 
making Railwaymen responsible for train accidents.  He further expressed anguish over 
defaming the image of the Railwaymen, who run the Railways sacrificing their precious 
lives. 
 
Shri Mishra demanded a meeting with Hon’ble MR to discuss long pending demands of the 
Railwaymen. 
 
He further demanded withdrawal of Railway Board’s letter dated 30.01.2017, which debars 
Supervisory Staff(working in GP 4200 and above), from becoming union office bearers. 
 
Shri Mishra demanded implementation of the LARSGESS in true letter and spirit. 
 
He also demanded for regularization of the Act Apprentices in the Railways, as used to be 
done previously, and Compassionate Ground Appointment to the wards of the Railwaymen. 
 
He expressed serious concern over reduction in manpower in Railways as also changing 
shape of the Railways. 
 
He expressed dissatisfaction over non-filling-up of more than 2.5 lakh vacancies in the 
Railways, out of which 1.5 lakh vacancies are from the Safety Categories. 
 
He expressed serious concern over outsourcing/privatizations in Railways.  He said that, this 
has led for accidents, because contractors are not using skilled manpower.  Also contractual 
labour is exploited.  They are not paid Minimum Wage, Social Security as well as their ATM 
Cards are being taken by the contractors. 
 
He emphasized on improvement in medical facilities in the Railways.  While expressing 
concern over outsourcing/privatization of the Railway Hospitals, he expressed serious 
anguish over outsourcing of the Railway Cancer Hospital, Varanasi to M/s TATA without 
consulting the recognized union.  It was also not clarified where the staff will be redeployed. 
 
Shri Mishra expressed concern over closing of the Railway Printing Presses, Workshops and 
other Engineering Workshops.  He expressed concern, particularly for shifting of Parel 
Workshop Mumbai and the Headquarters of Central Railway from CSMT building for 
making that a Museum. 
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He expressed serious anguish over transfer of the Catering Services from the Railways to the 
IRCTC and the IRCTC to the Railways, and again to the IRCTC. 
 
He expressed serious concern over closing of the Diesel Locomotive Workshops. 
 
He expressed dissatisfaction over contractual works and core maintenance by the private 
agencies. 
 
Shri Mishra, while expressing anguish over issuance of Railway Board’s orders regarding 
VII CPC related Allowances in installments, said that, till today orders have not been issued 
regarding payment of Running Staff related allowances(viz. ALK/KMA etc.).  He demanded 
for Board’s orders regarding payment of arrears of various allowances.  He demanded 30% 
and 50% of Pay Element to the medically de-categorized Running Staff for pensionery 
benefits. 
 
He further demanded that, NPS should be modified and NPS covered staff should be brought 
in the Old Pension Scheme, particularly those who were under training or casual staff. 
 
He demanded for withdrawal of the “Very Good” benchmark for the purpose of MACPS 
benefits.  He demanded that, the CR should be treated as “Very Good” or MACPS benefit 
should be given at par with Selection benchmark. 
 
He further demanded withdrawal of Railway Board’s orders reg. Act Apprentices and 
restoration of earlier practice.  He suggested that, separate exam can be conducted for Act 
Apprentices. 
 
He emphasized on upgradation of the Technicians.  He also demanded immediate 
enhancement in the percentage of the Technicians of the S&T Department. 
 
He insisted that, Railway Board’s orders of 2013 should be implemented for Cadre 
Restructuring.  He also insisted for implementation of Cadre Restructuring of the IT Cadre 
from 2013 and blanket orders for freezing the cadre and surrender of all the vacant posts 
should be withdrawn. 
 
He asserted on Special Allowance to the Operating Gatemen and Risk Allowance to other 
Safety Categories Staff, placed in the similar condition other than Controllers and Trackmen, 
TRD Staff, Pointsmen, Shunting Jamadar, S&T Staff, Mechanical and Electrical Helpers and 
Khalasis should also be paid Risk Allowance. 
 
Shri Mishra asked for improvement in the negotiating system, and when there is Employees’ 
Charter, our items should also be finalized within a scheduled timeframe. 
 
He stressed on implementation of 10:20:20 and 50% upgradation of Trackmen. 
 
He demanded for upgradation of apex level Group ‘C’ staff to Group ‘B’ Gazetted posts. 
 
Shri Mishra requested for a reference to the DoP&T regarding GP 5400(VI CPC) to 
Accounts and CMT Staff.  He added that, uncalled for reference has been made to the 
DoP&T just to kill the recommendations of the 7th CPC in favour of the above staff, and 
demanded that, recommendations of the 7th CPC should be implemented immediately to 
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avoid unwarranted confrontation. 
 
He demanded for withdrawal of Rule 14(ii) of the D&AR because Railwaymen are the 
hardworking workforce.  They should not be treated as terrorists or mafia. 
 
While expressing serious concern over assault on the Railwaymen by politically sheltered 
people, Shri Mishra demanded for protection to the Railwaymen.  He further added that, 
recently S&T Staff had been beaten over in Ajmer Division of NWR.  They must not be 
exploited, and the culprits should be sent to the jail as well as staff must be protected. 
 
He expressed anguish over unnecessary harassment of the AC staff by the police.  He 
demanded that, orders should be issued that, in no case any AC Staff must not be detailed 
until he reaches to his destination. 
 
He protested against bringing together PRG, PYG and PFM stations of LKO Division of 
Northern Railway and ALY Station of North Eastern Railway to NCR, and demanded that, 
nothing should be done which may be harmful for the existing staff and their families. 
 
He demanded for extension of ceiling of the NHA beyond Level 9. 
 
Shri Mishra pointed out the discrepancies in the CTSE, and said that, if the Railway Ministry 
wants to continue the same, there should be serious efforts to help the Retired employees. 
 
He asked for improvement in the condition of the Railway quarters and demanded for 
payment of “Quarter Maintenance Allowance” for petty maintenance, and multi-storey 
towers should be made with proper security, lift and surroundings. 
 
He remonstrated against implementation of recommendations of Bibek Debroy Committee 
from back door as also surrendering of RPF to Home Ministry. 
 
 
Shri M. Raghavaiah, General Secretary/ NFIR 
 
Shri M. Raghavaiah, General Secretary, NFIR had at the outset heartily greeted the Member 
Staff for chairing the important meeting under the JCM Scheme for the first time.  He said 
that JCM forum is very important one, for frankly holding interactions on all vital subjects 
and working together for finding solution to the problems in the overall interests of Railways 
and Railway employees. 
 
He expressed thanks to the Railway Minister, Director General (Personnel), Additional 
Member (Staff), ED/PC-I as well ED(IR) for their initiative which resulted in payment of 78 
days wages as PL Bonus with notional calculation @ 7000/- to the Railway employees.  He 
further said that this being sixth year wherein the Railway employees have been getting 
continuously 78 days wages as PL Bonus (with notional calculation), would motivate the 
workforce to continue to perform for enhancing productivity levels. 
 
2. While acknowledging the valuable information conveyed in the opening address of 
Chairman of the DC/JCM meeting, touching mainly the productivity, efficiency levels as 
well laurels achieved by the Sports Personnel of the Railways, Mr. Raghavaiah has stated 
that industrial relations are very healthy due to matured co-operation and support of JCM 
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Staff Side.  He however expressed disappointment over non-implementation of written 
commitments on the following:- 
 

 Replacement of 6th CPC GP 4600 (PB-2) with GP 4800 (PB-2) for Senior Section 
Engineers and other Inspectorial/Supervisory Officials in the Railways. 
 

 Replacement of 6th CPC GP 4200 (PB-2) with GP 4600 (PB-2) in respect of Loco 
Pilots (Mail/Exp). 
 

 Stepping up of pay of Loco Inspectors inducted prior to 01/01/2006 on remaining 6½ 
Zones in Railways. 
 

 Up-gradation of Apex level Group ‘C’ posts to Group ‘B’ Gazetted (3335 posts). 
 

 Track Maintainers up-gradation – Implementation of 10 : 20 : 20 : 50 ratio in 6th CPC 
GP 2800, 2400, 1900 & 1800 respectively. 
 

 Induction of Course Completed Act Apprentices of Railways in exigency. 
 

 Filling vacancies in various categories and creations of new posts for manning/ 
maintaining newly created services and assets. 
 

 Quasi-Administrative Staff in Railways – Their regularization.   
 

 Job analysis for reducing 12/- hrs duty to 8/- hrs (for Gate Keepers etc., in Railways). 
 
3. The General Secretary, NFIR further mentioned that the image of Indian Railways, 
has taken a beating due to untoward happenings on safety front.  He emphasized the need to 
work collectively to ensure all-round improvement while safety shall continue to remain as 
“focus area”.  Shri Raghavaiah further stated that the NFIR has been taking special initiatives 
on “safety” and holding safety conferences/seminars involving staff of various safety 
categories with the aim to inculcate greater safety consciousness level and enhance skills 
level among them.  He also stated that the NFIR vide letter No.IV/Safety/A dated 12th July, 
2017 followed by letter dated 07/08/2017 have suggested to Railway Board to review and 
issue guidelines/clarification to the Zonal Railways with regard to “Breathalyzer Test”, 
unfortunately there has been no response from the Railway Board.  He further said that the 
Federation vide letter No.II/34/Part 16 dated 13/07/2017 sent suggestions for upgradation 
and upliftment of Production Units on Indian Railways but however there has been no 
response.  He also said that the NFIR vide letter No.II/34/Part 16 dated 04/09/2017 sent 
detailed suggestions to CRB and Board Members for improving the efficiency levels of 
Railway systems. 
 
4. The General Secretary, NFIR brought to the notice of the Member Staff, the arbitrary 
decisions taken recently by the Railway Board for closure of Printing Presses.  He said that 
though the Federation vide letter No.II/80(i)/Ptg. Press-I dated 13/10/2017 has requested the 
Honble MR and the Railway Board Chairman to withdraw/keep in abeyance the closure 
decision and hold dialogue with the Federations but unfortunately, no meeting has been fixed 
so far.  He reminded the Member Staff that in terms of extant instructions, before closure of 
any establishments or shifting of the establishments, advance planning is required to be done 
and recognized Federations/Unions should be consulted and taken into confidence.  He 
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expressed disappointment that this exercise has not been done and the Railway Board have 
taken hasty decision behind the back of the Federations. 
 
He also mentioned about the problems created to the catering staff as a result of replacement 
of catering policies very often and in this context he said that catering policy 2003 was 
replaced with the catering policy 2010 and when the said policy has been implemented only 
in the year 2015 by reposting the catering staff as Departmental catering staff, surprisingly 
the catering policy 2017 has recently been introduced without realizing the sufferings caused 
to the staff with regard to their seniority, career growth etc., and without proper consultations 
with the Staff Side/Recognized Unions.  The attitude of bulldozing has been contributing 
unrest and atmosphere of agitation in the field.  He urged upon the Member Staff to see that 
Railway Board honours its own policy decisions and commitments before resorting to these 
types of actions.  He also requested the Member Staff to intervene and see that discussions 
are held with Staff Side before taking final decision on such vital matters affecting staff. 
 
He expressed his resentment over the attempts on the part of Railway Ministry to transfer 
Railway Health Services to CGHS/corporate sector etc., and also Railway Ministry’s 
decision to handover Railway Cancer Hospital, Varanasi to M/S Tata Cancer Institute in 
violation of the Commitment given to the Federation in the past.  He wanted that these 
actions be withdrawn in order to preserve industrial peace.  
 
5. Shri M. Raghavaiah also brought to the notice of the Chairman of the meeting that the 
Government has failed to fulfill the assurances given on 30th June 2016 while the Staff Side 
had trusted and deferred indefinite strike decision.  He said that Government’s failure to 
improve the 7th CPC minimum wage and the fitment factor has been causing serious 
disappointment among Railway employees. 
 
Mr. Raghavaiah further said that different sections of Railway employees are disappointed 
over denial of Risk & Hardship Allowance to them though their duties are akin to Track 
Maintainers.  He urged the Member Staff to connect NFIR’s proposals vide letter 
No.I/5(g)/Part V dated 03/10/2017 for inclusion of the categories like Pointsmen, Gate 
Keepers, Operating Staff working in Yard, Black Smith, Welders working on tracks, 
Electrical Staff in TRD, Staff of AC Coaches, EMUs, Electrical Workshops & staff working 
in General Services (Power and Train lighting) and staff of S&T Department in Railways for 
granting Risk and Hardship Allowance. 
 
6. The General Secretary, NFIR also mentioned the case of staff intend to opt for         
7th CPC pay Fixation from a date subsequent to the date of their promotion or annual 
increment, as the case may be due to the reason that large number of such staff have been 
promoted under cadre restructuring from 01/09/2016 and in some cases staff preferred to opt 
for 7th CPC Pay Matrix from the date of their next annual increment i.e. January, 2017.  At 
present, such staff are not given opportunity for re-option.  He requested the Member Staff to 
kindly see that clear instructions are issued to allow re-option to the staff promoted on and 
after 01/09/2016 as well those who want to switch over to 7th CPC pay on 01/01/2017. 
 
7. Shri Raghavaiah said that the Government’s negative response on the proposal to 
exempt Railways from the National Pension System (NPS) has been disappointing Railway 
employees appointed on or after 01/01/2004.  He said, though the issue has been taken up by 
the successive Railway Ministers at the level of Minister of Finance, positive decision is yet 
to come.  He further said that the NFIR has been urging at the highest level of the Railway 
Ministry to reach the Hon’ble PM and impress upon him the need to grant exemption of 
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Railways from NPS.  He requested Member Staff to apprise the facts to the Hon’ble MR to 
facilitate him to reach the Hon’ble Prime Minister on this vital subject. 
 
8. Speaking on the issue of introduction of “Very Good” benchmark in place of “Good” 
bench marking for granting financial upgradation under MACP Scheme, the General 
Secretary, NFIR invited kind attention of the Member Staff to NFIR’s letter 
No.IV/MACP/09/Part 11 dated 03/10/2017 to CRB, copy endorsed to MS and the discussion 
held with the Chairman, Railway Board on 17/10/2017 wherein CRB has assured to take a 
initiative for restoring the benchmark “Good” in place of “Very Good”.  He requested 
Member Staff to take necessary action, treating this as priority item.      
 
9. Shri M. Raghavaiah invited kind attention of the Member Staff to the cases of 
removal of Railway employees invoking Rule 14 (ii) of Railway Servants (D&A) Rules 
1968.  While expressing satisfaction over Railway Board’s response to NFIR’s plea, he 
urged for restoration of those removed under Rule 14(2) at the earliest.  He further said that 
the Running staff involved in SPAD cases have been feeling demoralized as they are being 
victimized by the authorities in the Divisions.  He said that NFIR vide letter 
No.IV/RSAC/Conf/Part VIII dated 11/09/2017 has suggested “Road Map” for arresting 
SPAD over Indian Railways.  He expressed hope that the Board would look into those 
suggestions. 
 
10. The General Secretary, NFIR said that there is acute shortage of staff in all categories 
including safety categories over the Indian Railways, resulting adverse impact on efficiency.  
He said that there is immediate need to fill all vacant posts. 
 
11. Shri Raghavaiah invited kind attention of the MS to the pending issues of Running 
Staff and Running Allowances payable to them.  He said that the revision of these 
Allowances is required to be done through negotiated settlement with the Federations.  He 
requested quick action as the delay is causing resentment among Running Staff. 
 
12. The General Secretary, NFIR also mentioned about the unjustified order issued by the 
Railway Board on 30th January 2017 putting restriction on the Supervisors working  in the 
safety category posts in erstwhile GP 4200 and above to be the Office Bearers of Trade 
Union.  He further said that pursuant to Federation’s strong objection, the order has been 
kept in abeyance till 31st December, 2017.  He re-iterated that the Board’s decision is 
amounting to interference in the internal matters of Trade Unions.  He requested to see that 
Railway Board takes immediate action to withdraw the decision. 
 
13. Shri M. Raghavaiah pointed out difficulties arising in the Zonal/Divisional/Field 
levels as a result of introduction of IPAS system in place of PRIME.  He said that the nodal 
agency CRIS has not been able to provide technical assistance to the user departments 
(Accounts) on the Zones/Divisions and Field levels with the result there is backlog of cases 
of payment of dues to the Railway staff in general and those retiring after 01/01/2016 in 
particular.  He requested to issue suitable instructions to the CRIS for improving the systems 
 
14. Citing the recent instructions issued to the Zones and Production Units etc., by the 
Railway Board relating to economy, expenditure control and austerity measures, Shri M. 
Raghavaiah said that this should not be at the cost of safety of the travelling public and the 
I.R. System.                          
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General Secretary, NFIR has also brought to notice of MS that the skills are essentially 
required for Railways and keeping this factor in mind, the Railway Board had issued orders 
in the year 2005 empowering GMs to induct Course Completed Act Apprentices as 
substitutes in exigency.  He expressed disappointment that the said decision has been 
nullified inspite of repeated discussions at the level of MS.  He said that 20 % vacancies in 
the Pay Level 1 (7th CPC) have now been earmarked to be filled by Railway Act Apprentices 
but the delay in conducting recruitment for over 2½ years has created problem of some Act 
Apprentices being over aged.  He mentioned that he met CRB and requested that separate 
examination be conducted for Railway Act Apprentices for filling 20% Quota vacancies 
while permitting GMs to engage them as substitutes in view of exigency.  He requested the 
MS to consider the case afresh with positive mind as the induction of Railway Course 
Completed Act Apprentices is for the good of Railways.  
 
Concluding, the General Secretary, NFIR assured the Member Staff of Staff Side’s continued 
cooperation for improving the Railways efficiency and at the same time requested him to 
take measures for speedy decisions on all pending issues in the fora of DC/JCM. 
 

*****
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SECTION – B: MINUTES 
 
DG(RHS)/ PED(Health) 
 
12/2009: Recognition of hospitals and tie-ups for Neuro surgery patients on Central 
Railway. 
 

 
As per the extant practice being followed by the Railways, private hospitals are empanelled 
as per CGHS rates.  In the instant case, Jaslok Hospital, Mumbai is not willing to provide 
Neurosurgery treatment as per CGHS rates whereas there are other private hospitals available 
which are willing to provide Neurosurgery treatment as per CGHS rates and Railway has 
empanelled four such private hospitals i.e. (i) Surana Hospital, Chembur (2) Suraj Hospital, 
Sanapada (3) Balalji Hospital, Byculla and (4) Seven Hills Hospital, Mumbai.  Four private 
hospitals empanelled for Neurosurgery treatment seems enough to cater the Neurosurgery 
cases needs of Central Railway. 
 
On the insistence of the Staff side, it was agreed to review empanelment of Jaslok Hospital. 
 
25/2009: Pre-medical Examination- Relaxation for Loco Pilots declared with Type II 
Diabetes. 
 

 
Instructions issued vide Board’s letter No.2008/H/5/18 dt. 5.8.2016. 

(Finalised) 
 
14/2010: Medical facilities to the staff working at the road side stations and ganghuts. 
 

 
Instructions for reimbursement of Medical Claims will be reiterated within a fortnight.  A 
separate meeting will be held with DG/RHS regarding provision of Mobile Medical Vans in all 
the Divisions. 
 
27/2011: Issuance of incorrect Medical Certificates in the case of medically de-

categorised staff leading to avoidable problems and denial of compassionate 
appointment (other officer concerned – EDE/N). 

 

 
Issue will be re-examined. 
 
AM(Signal) 
 
17/2009: Arbitrary cancellation of norms for non-gazetted categories of Signalling 
Staff (Group ‘C’ & ‘D’) – S&T Department. 
 

 
The issue was discussed threadbare and it was also explained by the official side that around 
56,000 more posts will be required as per the yardstick. It was agreed to hold a separate 
meeting of the Staff Side with Board(MS & FC) at the earliest. 
 
AM(Electrical) 
 
4/2009: Provision of ACs in the UTS machine offices on the suburban section. 
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It was agreed to call for the status from GMs, Central & Western Railway. 
 
9/2011: Scale of electrical fittings for staff quarters – Provision for installing air-
conditioners in residential quarters. 
 

 
It was agreed to hold a separate meeting of the Staff Side with AM(Elect.). 
 
4/2012: Line Box for Loco Pilot and Guard – Revision of cost – Reg. 
 

 
Matter is under process for upwardly revising the cost. 
 
30/2012: Improvement in the conditions of Running Rooms and Rest Houses. 
 

 
After discussions, it was decided that there will be a Joint Committee including 
representatives from both Federations.  EDME(Tr.) will take necessary action for formation 
of this committee which shall examine the condition of the Running Rooms vis-a-vis the 
recommendations of EDs’ Committee. 
 
29/2011: Filling-up posts of Loco Inspectors and Power Controllers/Crew Controllers 
– Modification thereof (EDPC-I). 
 

 
Discussed and finalised. 

(Finalised) 
 
AM(CE) 
 
28/97: Yardstick for staff under Junior Engineer/ Section Engineer (Works). 
 

 
AM(CE) stated that committee will be asked to expedite and submit their report by 
31.01.2018. 
 
46/2003: Additional workload on Keyman-Correction slip No.58 and 73 - Para 170(6) 
of IRPWM. 
 

 
AM(CE) stated that committee will be asked to expedite and submit their report by 
31.01.2018. 
 
15/2012: Implementation of the report of the Committee on Trackmen. 
 

 
The issue regarding restructuring of the posts of the Track Maintainers (10:20:20:50) is 
under process and is to be finalised by 31.12.2017. 
 
24/2011: Provision of accommodation to Trackmen in Accident Relief Train. 
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Sitting space for nominated Track Maintainers has also been provided in NR and SECR.  
Sitting space has also been provided in 4 ARTs of NCR and 2 ARTs of WR.  Further efforts 
will continue for providing similar facility in other zones. 
 
17/2011: Implementation of Rest Rules for the staff of Track Machine Organization. 
 

 
Instruction already exists and will be reiterated.  
 
11/2012: Treatment of the cadre of the Cook as a regular cadre in the Track Machine 
Organization vis-a-vis extending the benefit of restructuring. 
 

 
It was contended by the staff side that the cadre of the Cook in Track Machine 
Organization(TMO) has been treated as ex-cadre.  Official side agreed to examine the issue 
of encadrement of TMO Cooks so that they can have better promotion avenue. 
 

AM(PU) 
 
40/2001: Arbitrary reduction of incentives bonus to SEs and SSEs – withdrawal of 
Board’s decision –urged. 
 

 
After detailed discussion, it was decided that a separate meeting of Staff Side with 
Board(MRS, MS & FC) will be held at the earliest. 
 
2/2005: Extension of Incentive Scheme in left-out shops/sections in Railway 
workshops/Production Units covered under CLW type Incentive Scheme. 
 

 
The demand for incentive for Ajmer Diesel POH Workshop will be taken up for study in 
regard to existing workload and possible additional workload which may permit grant of 
incentive. 
 

AM(Commercial)/ PED(Coaching) 
 
5/2009: Reservation in the trains for Running Staff. 
 

 
After detailed discussions, it was agreed that Coaching and Commercial Dte. will jointly 
address the problem and provide a workable solution. 
 

AM(Commercial)/ EDPM 
 
20/2010: Quantum of debits to be raised in case of missing PRS Ticket/Rolls. 
 

 
Instructions have been reiterated jointly by Commercial and Accounts Directorates to all 
Zonal Railways vide letter No.2006/AC-II/45/10 dated 27.06.2016.  Staff side raised that 
when the Alpha code is not printed by system mistake, debits should not be raised without 
enquiry.  Official side explained that the main issue stands settled with the issue of the above 
instructions.  
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22/2010: Provision of adequate facilities for Ticket Checking Staff in the Rest Houses 
on the Zonal Railways. 
 

 
Staff side requested for status report from all the zonal Railways which was agreed to. Staff 
Side also requested that policy instructions in the matter be reiterated which was also agreed 
to. 

(Finalised)  
 
PED(Finance)/ EDF(E) 
 
12/2005: Payment of Washing Allowance. 

& 
8/2011: Demands of the AC staff of the Indian Railways. 
 

 
Instructions have been issued vide RBE No.141/2017 to the effect that consequent to the 
decision taken by the Government on the recommendations of the 7th CPC, these four 
allowances namely Washing allowance, kit maintenance allowance, uniform allowance and 
Shoe allowance have been subsumed into a single Dress Allowance.  On other issues under 
Item No.8/2011, position will be furnished. 
 

PED(Vigilance) 
 
1/2011: Disciplinary proceedings arising out of Vigilance cases against Group ‘C’ and 
‘D’ staff. 
 

 
The matter was discussed.  In some railways the adequacy of punishment is also being 
decided in consultation with Vigilance.  Clarification will be issued on this aspect. 
 

EDTT(F) 
 
18/2010: Provision of Rest Rooms at wayside stations. 
 

 
Out of total 1647 identified stations, 396 stations have been provided Rest Rooms.  Number 
of stations where work is in progress is 63 and number of stations where work has been 
proposed is 266.  Latest status report shall be provided to the Staff Side. 
 
 
EDF(X) I 
 
26/2010: Special Duty Allowance – Exemption sought for from the purview of Income 
Tax. 
 

 
The matter has been referred to the Ministry of Finance vide Board’s OM No.F(X)I-2009/ 
23/6 dated 24.09.2012.  Reply from Ministry of Finance is still awaited despite reminders, 
the latest of which was sent on 04.09.2017.  Staff side requested for copies of references 
made which was provided in the meeting itself. 
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13/2012: Refund of Income Tax deducted from the salary of Running Staff. 
 

 
Mechanism for refund of excess income tax has been prescribed in Sec.237 & 238 of the 
Income Tax Act 1961.  It was however agreed to issue instructions to the Zonal Railways etc. 
in the matter. 

(Finalised) 
 
24/2012: Exemption of Transport Allowance from the purview of Income Tax – 
Enhancement of exemption limit from 800 to 3200 plus D.A. thereon. 
 

 
Ministry of Finance (CBDT) vide Notification No.39/2015/F.NO.142/02/2015-TPL dated 
13.04.2015 have revised the exemption limits regarding Transport Allowance w.e.f. 
01.04.2015. 

(Finalised) 
 
EDE(Res.) 
 
7/2006: Promotion against vacant posts in the diminishing cadres-Relaxation of 
extant policy – Requested. 
 

 
Discussed and finalised. 

(Finalised) 
 
EDE(GC) 
 
26/2007: Introduction of objective type question in the written test held as part of 
selection for promotion to posts classified as ‘Selection’ – extending the provision of 
50% objective type questions for selection from group ‘C’ to ‘B’ posts. 
 

 
Staff Side stated that in the written test for selection from Group ‘C’ to Group ‘B’ posts, 
atleast 50% of the questions need to be objective type.  It was agreed to examine the issue.  
 
16/2011: Strengthening of Legal Cadre in the Railways. 
 

 
Discussed and finalised. 

(Finalised) 
 
EDPC-II 
 
14/2007: Fixation of pay under Rule 1313(1)(A)(1) (erstwhile FR 22 C) to the staff 
promoted to the identical scales of pay carrying higher duties and responsibilities. 
 

 
Ministry of Finance’s OM No.F-2-1/2015-E.III(A) dated 16.10.2015 has been adopted by 
Ministry of Railways on mutatis-mutandis basis vide Railway Board vide letter No.PC-
VI/2015/IC/I dated 08.04.2016.  Clarification on some of the issues raised by Staff Side, 
Zonal Railways/ PUs has also been issued vide letter dated 19.09.2017. 

(Finalised) 
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26/2009: Merger of upgraded group ‘D’ posts in pay scale of 3050-4590 (Group ‘C’) 
of Diesel/ Elect. Loco/EMU Sheds in Technician III cadre. 
 

 
Position explained in detail.  Staff Side insisted to have fresh look. 
 
 
JDE(G) 
 
33/98: Provision of adequate percentage of leave reserve for group ‘D’ employees. 
 

 
After discussion, it was agreed that detailed data (on a format furnished by Staff Side) from 
Zonal Railways will be gathered for further action on the matter. 
 
 
SECTION – C: SUMMARY 
 
 

Items listed for 
discussion 

Items discussed 
Items could not 
be discussed for 

want of time 
Items finalised Balance 

86 34 52 8 78 

 
*****  




